Excited to connect the dots in a fast-paced AI startup in Berlin? Then help us to bring our development and integration processes to the next level!

Aaron.ai is building an artificial intelligence to automate voice-based interaction between companies, customers and employees. We are looking for someone with a study and/or practical background in DevOps, who is excited about making cutting edge voice automation work smoothly at scale for clients such as Deutsche Bahn, GoEuro and BVG.

WHAT YOU’LL BE DOING

• Research & co-development of platform improvements
• Optimization of our continuous deployment & integration processes
• Support Dev team to ensure outstanding availability of our applications, at scale

WHAT YOU’LL BRING ALONG

• First experience with linux, CI/CD, docker and server administration
• Basic knowledge of security concepts
• Preferably, knowledge about VoIP
• Interest in learning about concepts like Kubernetes
• Ideally, some experience with public cloud platforms like AWS

WHAT WE OFFER

• Scrum-based teamwork, modern tech stack & flexible working hours
• Fair compensation, spacious office near Potsdamer Platz and frequent team events
• Coaching of experienced CTO and dynamic, international team
• Cutting-edge research input from cooperation with university

CV to work@aaron.ai